We have precisely measured the energy loss of carbon cluster ions C n + with a kinetic energy of 0.5 MeV/atom. The measured energies, lost in a thin carbon foil by cluster ions, are lower than that of an atomic ion with the equivalent speed [ E(C n + )/n < E(C + )], whereas most existing experimental results show the opposite trend with kinetic energies higher than 2.0 MeV/atom. The experimental values are compared with the calculated ones, which take into account the effect of the Coulomb force, polarization force, and reduction in the cluster average charge on the response of a solid. The agreement between the measured and calculated energy losses indicates that the reduction in the energy loss is due to a structural correlation in electron excitation during the passage of the cluster.
When swift molecular ions are injected into a thin carbon foil, the energy loss of constituent individual atoms differs from the case of mono-atomic ion injection. This effect is known as a vicinage effect and was first reported by Brandt et al. [1] in 1974. Since then, several measurements of the energy loss of different diatomic molecular projectiles, such as O 2 − [2] , N 2 + , and O 2 + [3] have been reported. The vicinage effect has been understood as a result of the coherent dynamic response of the target electrons because of the charged particles in tight clusters [1, 4] . Most studies have shown that the energy lost by atomic ions dissociated from the molecular projectile was higher than that of atomic ions with equivalent speed. The opposite result was obtained only for limited cases of diatomic N 2 + and O 2 + ions running parallel to the interatomic axis [3] .
In the 1990s, experimental investigations of the vicinage effect were applied to more complex large molecules such as H n + [5] , C n + [6] [7] [8] , and B n + [9] . Intensive experimental efforts were made, especially for carbon clusters. The energy of the projectiles ranges from 0.35 to 5.7 MeV/atom. Most studies have shown that the vicinage effect is constructive, that is, the energy loss per atom for cluster ions is larger than that of an atomic ion [ E(C n + )/n > E(C + )]. This tendency is stronger at higher injection energies. A larger cluster has a higher energy loss, but the effect of the enhanced energy loss is weaker [6] . This general behavior can be reproduced by calculations based on the interference with the response of the target electrons [10, 11] . However, in the low-energy region, below 1 MeV/atom, Kaneko [10] predicted a destructive effect, while Heredia-Avalos et al. [11] reported a constructive effect in the calculations. Only two experimental results for this energy region have been reported [7, 8] . The experimental result reported by Brunelle et al. [8] showed a destructive effect, whereas Tomaschko et al. [7] showed a slightly constructive trend. In both cases, the uncertainty * tomita@bk.tsukuba.ac.jp † deceased is too large to allow for the discussion of such a small effect.
In previous experiments solid state detectors (SSD's) have been used to measure the kinetic energy of the projectile ions. Experimental difficulties in obtaining precise energy-loss data comes mainly from the response of the SSD to the molecular ions. Since the response depends on electronic stopping, the vicinage effect on the signal must be taken into account. Furthermore, a pulse height defect is also reported for the molecular beams [12] . Thus, kinetic-energy measurements of molecular ions with an SSD include a large uncertainty relative to the weak vicinage effect.
In the present Brief Report, we report precise measurements of the vicinage effect on carbon cluster ions with the kinetic energy of a 0.5 MeV/atom. The experiments used the Rutherford backscattering (RBS) technique together with a sophisticated technique of energy-loss measurement developed at Nara Women's University [13, 14] . The obtained experimental data were compared with the theoretical result.
Experiments were conducted at the Tandem Accelerator Complex at the University of Tsukuba. Negatively charged cluster ions were produced with a Cs sputter ion source and extracted with a potential difference of 20 kV. The extracted ions were mass selected by a 30 • magnet and injected into the 1 MV tandem accelerator. In the accelerator, electrons were stripped and the positively charged cluster ions were accelerated to an energy of 0.5 MeV/atom. The accelerated cluster ions were mass selected by deflecting them through 11 • with a magnet and finally injecting them into a scattering chamber in which the energy loss was measured.
A schematic drawing of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1 . The accelerated cluster ions were impinged on a thin carbon foil after passing through an aperture of 1 mm in diameter. The carbon foil was mounted on a mechanical system together with an empty frame, which moved periodically so that the carbon cluster beam penetrated the carbon foil and the empty frame alternately. The frequency of the system was several Hz, which is high enough to eliminate the uncertainties that occurred due to the stability of the electronics [14] . To analyze the kinetic energy, the ions penetrating the foil were directed to a second target consisting of a thin Au layer evaporated on highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG). The energy of carbon atoms elastically scattered by Au atoms was measured at 100 • by an ion-implanted-silicon charged-particle detector (ORTEC ULTRA). The measured energy was proportional to the incident energy on the Au target, so the energy of the carbon atoms after penetration through the thin carbon foil can be measured. All the carbon clusters were dissociated during scattering therefore any vicinage effect in the pulse height defect can be avoided. The thickness of Au, measured by RBS, is ∼7Å, which is thin enough so that the energy loss in the second target is negligible compared to that in the thin carbon foil.
The pulse height of the energy signal from the detector was analyzed by an analog-to-digital converter (ADC) and histogrammed separately according to the existence of the thin carbon foil. During the measurements, pulses from a pulse generator with two different pulse height settings were recorded simultaneously to ensure the stability of the electrical circuits. All signals were converted by the same ADC to eliminate the uncertainty due to the calibration of different ADC chips. The energy of the incident carbon clusters C n + (n = 1 to 4) was 0.5 MeV/atom. The amorphous carbon foil was purchased from Arizona Carbon Foil Co.; its thickness was determined to be 5.7 and 18.4 µg/cm 2 from the energy loss of 0.5 MeV C + using the stopping power calculated by SRIM. The vacuum pressure was about 1 × 10 −6 Pa during the experiments. Energy calibrations were done by evaluating the peak positions of C + with energies of 0.24, 0.50, and 0.76 MeV.
Typical energy spectra obtained for C 4 + are shown in Fig. 2 . An energy shift due to the passage through the thin carbon foil is clearly visible. The spectra have nearly Gaussian shapes with widths of about ±22 keV, which is mainly owing to the energy resolution of the SSD for low-energy carbon atoms. The standard deviation of the scattering angle of penetrated carbon atoms is estimated using TRIM code, which leads to the standard deviation of scattering energy of ±1.1 keV for a carbon foil of 5.7 µg/cm 2 . Together with the estimation of energy straggling of 5.9 keV, the estimation of the width of the energy spectra is ±22.8 keV, which is almost the same as the spectra of the incident beam as seen in Fig. 2 . The same estimation on 18.7 µg/cm 2 gives the width of ±23.4 keV. Therefore the peak shift δ between two spectra, y 1 (i) and y 2 (i), was determined by giving a minimum of
with an appropriate a, where σ (i) is evaluated from statistical errors. A rough estimate of the accuracy is given by δE/ √ n, where δE is the energy width of the spectrum and n is the number of measured particles. In the present case, we accumulate about 40 000 particles, therefore the standard error in the peak position is of the order of 0.1 keV, which actually agrees with the standard deviation of our present data.
The difference of energy losses determined for C 2 + and C 4 + is shown in Table I . The difference of C 4 + in 5.7 µg/cm 2 is about 4% of the total energy loss (22.7 keV) and decreases to 2% for 18.7 µg/cm 2 . The absolute value is about 1 keV and almost the same for the two carbon foils; thus, the vicinage effect occurs within a thickness of 5.7 µg/cm 2 from the surface. This is quite different from the vicinage effect observed for the yield of the secondary electrons [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . The vicinage effect on the yield of the secondary electrons in the forward direction was reported to persist for much thicker targets such as 13 µg/cm 2 for H n + [17] and 20 µg/cm 2 for C n + [15] . Some mechanism other than the reduction in energy loss is evidently required to explain the strong reduction in the secondary electron yield. In this sense, the present result agrees with the possible vicinage effect on the transport of scattered electrons recently suggested by Arai et al. [20] . The average energy shift obtained for the C n + incidence relative to that of the C + incidence is shown in Fig. 3 , together with the results of the theoretical calculations. First, the average energy loss of the constituent atoms of the cluster ions is found to be about 1 keV lower than in the case of atomic ion injection. This reduction becomes larger with increasing cluster size and seems to converge. The magnitude of the reduction is quite small, about 4% of the total energy loss. This agrees well with the speculation that the convoy electron yield by C n + is proportional to the electronic stopping [15] .
As the figure shows, the experimental results are reproduced quite well by the present calculation in which the trajectory and average charge of each constituent ion of the cluster were determined [22] , taking into account the repulsive Coulomb force and the polarization force in the dielectric media. The carbon clusters are assumed to be ensembles of isolated atoms in a linear chain structure with an equal spacing of 0.127 nm. Also, they are assumed to be randomly oriented when injected into a solid, so they do not have any special alignment. The spatial distribution of the bound electrons is described by a Thomas-Fermi-Molière function with a size parameter that depends on the degree of ionization [10] . The average charge states of the ions in a cluster were determined by the self-consistent theory, where the charge state of a given ion was determined by its speed, the distances from surrounding ions, and the charge states of the surrounding ions. The ion speed was affected by the forces acting on it. We take into account the dynamic polarization force originating from the surrounding ions within a dielectric function treatment. A molecular dynamics calculation yields the trajectory, kinetic energy, and average charge of each ion step by step for a small time interval. Therefore, the energy loss and the charge state of the trailing ion is affected by those of the leading ion via the dynamic polarization force. The instantaneous electronic stopping cross section for the whole cluster is described in the dielectric function form as follows [10] :
where (k,ω) is the dielectric function of the medium and V is the speed of the cluster moving in the material. The factor |ρ ext ( − → k )| 2 is the orientation average of the square charge density of the cluster in Fourier space, obtained from
We have the following expression,
where R ij is the relative distance between the ith and j th ions.
Here is interesting that the calculation reported by Heredia-Avalos et al. [11] does not show such a suppression effect. At the lowest energy {i.e., 1.01 MeV/atom for a C n + (n = 2-8) [11] } a positive value for D = E(C n + )/n − E(C + ) was obtained. This is opposite to the experimental data of Brunelle et al. [8] . However, in the present treatment, negative values of D were obtained again in a low-energy region (0.5 MeV/atom). The major difference in our calculation is that we consider the reduction in the charge state of individual constituent ions inside the foil and the spatial electron distribution in the Thomas-Fermi-Molière approximation, not in the Brandt-Kitagawa form [11] . In our calculation, the average charge of C is 1.48 and the average charge reduction amounts range from 5% (C 2 ) to 9% (C 4 ). We confirm that this negative cluster effect is smeared out from one-third to one-half if we neglect the reduction in the average charge.
The energy dependence of the vicinage effect is shown in Fig. 4 , together with all the experimental results reported so far [6] [7] [8] , and the previous theoretical calculation [10] . Our error bar is clearly extremely small compared to that of the other data. The error is mainly because of the degradation of the detector during the experiments. The observed deconstructive effect agrees with all the previously reported experimental data, considering their errors. The effect seems to be reversed around the velocity of 1 MeV/atom for carbon cluster ions.
We have precisely measured the energy loss of carbon cluster ions C n + (n = 1-4) with a kinetic energy of 0.5 MeV/atom in thin carbon foils. The measured energy lost by cluster ions is significantly lower than that of an atomic ion with the equivalent speed. The experimental values are adequately predicted by the present calculation in which the cluster average charge plays a significant role when the polarization, the Coulomb repulsion, the spatial structure, and the size of the electron clouds are included.
